
PERMA Theory

Engagement the ‘E’ in PERMA 

Striving for the achievement of Flow States



Engagement and Well Being 

 Seligman sees ‘Engagement’ as essential for happiness, it’s one of 

the core elements of happiness.

 It’s the ability to be in a ‘flow state’

This means to be fully immersed in an activity

Using you signature strengths helps to improve flow experiences

Note the Signature Strengths  questionnaire



Engagement 

 Alone or with a Group -

 Flow is a particular type of engagement in activities

 For those who often find themselves alone, or prefer to work alone, 
engagement in tasks can bring a sense of happiness

Most people prefer. or also like, working together with others 

Groups can work together on tasks and/or together in parallel

When flow is achieved the sense of self falls away

 Even when working alone, there is no sense of loneliness

 There is no conflict if flow is achieved in a group

 Those who struggle to achieve flow, struggle to engage collectively

 Developing task related skills is necessary to achieve flow



Similar ideas to Flow

Flow or total engagement in activity has a calming effect on 

the mind

There are many other ideas about how to achieve calm 
mental states

Psychologists have always been fascinated with the idea of 
states of consciousness

Flow is considered my many to be a state of consciousness

Neuro-psychologists have long been aware of two waking 
states indicated by Alpha and Beta brain wave activity 



Calming the mind or switching off mentally?

 It’s not always clear where to draw the line between the mind calming effects of total 

immersion in an activity versus other mind calming techniques

 People often experience flow when working  or doing crafts and creative activities.

 Potentially sports and computer games etc. engage people in activities

 Religions have used a variety of induced Trance States to calm the mind

 Mindfulness, meditation and prayer are related ideas

 Hypnosis, or variations on hypnosis, have been used in therapy for over 100 years

 Drugs/ alcohol/ TV – There appear to be passive, non-active ways to switch off

 It’s not always clear where the line is in terms of happiness between switching off

mentally and being immersed and totally engaged ??????



Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Flow

 Claimed that Flow is necessary for happiness

 Defined it as a state of consciousness

 Involves full immersion in tasks

 Process of achieving flow in activities – how much is skill related?

 initially new tasks are difficult so start with low risk tasks that require a minimum of skill

 Increase the challenge and push out the boundaries

 push though stress and try to keep going

 stay at comfort level as long as possible and manage stress

 achieving flow is in itself an achievement

 The more a child or adult engages in this process the more skills are developed and 

more easily flow is achieved



Benefits of Flow

 Achieving flow is a skill in itself that requires the acquisition or 

application of task specific skills

 Achieving this level of engagement improves well being 

 Success in achieving flow involves skills that can be generalised to 

new situations and tasks

 Skills can be generalised to all aspects of life

 A sense of competence is achieved

 This also contributes to the building of resilience in an individual


